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Greek Tragedy in Action 2003-10-04
oliver taplin s seminal study was revolutionary in drawing out the
significance of stage action in greek tragedy at a time when plays
were often read purely as texts rather than understood as performances
professor taplin explores nine plays including aeschylus agamemnon and
sophocles oedipus the king the details of theatrical techniques and
stage directions used by playwrights to highlight key moments are
drawn out and related to the meaning of each play as a whole with
extensive translated quotations the essential unity of action and
speech in greek tragedy is demonstrated now firmly established as a
classic text greek tragedy in action is even more relevant today when
performances of greek tragedies and plays inspired by them have had
such an extraordinary revival around the world

Greek Tragedy 2012-03-22
a 1911 account of the origins and characteristics of greek tragedies
discussing the works of aeschylus sophocles and euripides

Greek Tragedy 2013-11-19
this classic work not only records developments in the form and style
of greek drama it also analyses the reasons for these changes it
provides illuminating answers to questions that have confronted
generations of students such as why did aeschylus introduce the second
actor why did sophocles develop character drawing why are some of
euripides plots so bad and others so good greek tragedy is neither a
history nor a handbook but a penetrating work of criticism which all
students of literature will find suggestive and stimulating

Greek Tragedy 1991
nothing available in english can compare with this book as a brief
well balanced and authoritative introduction c john herington yale
university

Greek Tragedy 1953
an advanced critical introduction to greek tragedy for those who do
not read greek combines the best contemporary scholarly analysis of
the classics with a wide knowledge of contemporary literary studies in
discussing the masterpieces of athenian drama



Greek Tragedy 1920
greek tragedy is currently being performed more frequently than at any
time since classical antiquity this book is the first to address the
fundamental question why has there been so much greek tragedy in the
theatres opera houses and cinemas of the last three decades a detailed
chronological appendix of production information and lavish
illustrations supplement the fourteen essays by an interdisciplinary
team of specialists from the worlds of classics theatre studies and
the professional theatre they relate the recent appeal of greek
tragedy to social trends political developments aesthetic and
performative developments and the intellectual currents of the last
three decades especially multiculturalism post colonialism feminism
post structuralism revisions of psychoanalytical models and
secularization

Reading Greek Tragedy 1986-05-08
this book examines the performance of greek tragedy in the classical
athenian theatre david wiles explores the performance of tragedy as a
spatial practice specific to athenian culture at once religious and
political after reviewing controversies and archaeological data
regarding the fifth century performance space wiles turns to the
chorus and shows how dance mapped out the space for the purposes of
any given play the book shows how performance as a whole was organised
and through informative diagrams and accessible analyses wiles brings
the theatre of greek tragedy to life

Dionysus Since 69 2004-01-08
greek tragedy is a 19th century essay about the greek fables in vase
paintings as written by northwestern university professor john h
huddilston you will love reading about the history of tragic greek art
with such compelling topics as greek sculpture etruscan ash urns and
the wall paintings of pompeii

Tragedy in Athens 1999-08-19
the story of a futile quest for knowledge this ancient anti war drama
is one of the neglected plays within the corpus of greek tragedy
euripides shortest tragic work rhesos is unique in lacking a prologue
provoking some scholars to the conclusion that the beginning of the
play has been lost in this exciting translation rhesos is no longer
treated as a derivative euripidean work but rather as the tightly knit
tragedy of knowledge it really is a drama in which profound problems
of fate and free will come alive rhesos is also an exploration of the



perversion of values that come as the result of war charged with a
striking immediacy this play is contemporary in the questions it
raises and eternal in its quest for truth

Greek Tragedy in the Light of Vase Paintings
2022-07-21
the contributors who include many of the world s foremost names in the
field of greek drama debate the question they reassess particular
greek plays from oresteia to antigone and oedipus to ion they re
examine greek tragedy in its cultural and political context and the
relate the tragedy of the greeks to the serious drama and theoretical
perspectives of the modern world with shakespeare at the forefront of
several essays

Rhesos 1992
this book provides an accessible introduction for students and anyone
interested in increasing their enjoyment of greek tragic plays whether
readers are studying greek culture performing a greek tragedy or
simply interested in reading a greek play this book will help them to
understand and enjoy this challenging and rewarding genre an
introduction to greek tragedy provides background information helps
readers appreciate enjoy and engage with the plays themselves and
gives them an idea of the important questions in current scholarship
on tragedy ruth scodel seeks to dispel misleading assumptions about
tragedy stressing how open the plays are to different interpretations
and reactions in addition to general background the book also includes
chapters on specific plays both the most familiar titles and some
lesser known plays persians helen and orestes in order to convey the
variety that the tragedies offer readers

The Origin and Early Form of Greek Tragedy 1965
consists of six lectures delivered in april 1967 at cornell univ as
messenger lecturer mme de romilly takes a twentieth century look at
the concept of time as it was presented by the classic greek
tragedians

Masters, Servants, and Orders in Greek Tragedy
1981
modern greek national and cultural identities consist to a
considerable extent of clusters of cultural memory shaped by an
ongoing dialogue with the classical past within this dialogue between



modern greece and classical antiquity greek tragedy takes pride of
place in this volume ten scholars from cyprus greece the united
kingdom and the united states explore the various ways in which greek
tragedy and tragic myth have been reimagined and rewritten in modern
greek drama and poetry the book s extensive coverage includes major
modern greek authors such as cavafy seferis and ritsos as well as less
well known but equally rich and rewarding 20th and 21st century texts

Tragedy and the Tragic 1996
in this study r g a buxton examines the greek concept of peitho
persuasion before analysing plays by aischylos sophokles and euripides

An Introduction to Greek Tragedy 2010-08-16
this book is a systematic study of the importance of greek tragedy as
a fundamental intertext for vergil s aeneid vassiliki panoussi argues
that the epic s representation of ritual acts especially sacrifice
mourning marriage and maenadic rites mobilizes a connection to tragedy
the tragic ritual model offers a fresh look into the political and
cultural function of the aeneid expanding our awareness of the poem s
scope particularly in relation to gender and presenting new readings
of celebrated episodes such as anchises games amata s maenadic rites
dido s suicide and the killing of turnus she interprets the aeneid as
a work that reflects the dynamic nature of augustan ideology
contributing to the redefinition of civic discourse and national
identity in her rich study readers will find a unique exploration of
the complex relationship between greek tragedy and vergil s aeneid and
a stimulating discussion of problems of gender power and ideology in
ancient rome

Time in Greek Tragedy 1968
lyrical tragedy the oresteia dramatic art of aeschylus middle tragedy
sophocles philosophy of sophocles dramatic art of sophocles euripidean
tragedy technique of the euripidean tragedy euripidies tragi comedies
and melodramas

A Guide to Greek Tragedy for English Readers
1891
why should greek tragedy matter now this book opens a dialogue between
the tragic theatre in ancient athens and the multiple performances of
the modern world in five interconnected essays rush rehm engages
tragedy on its own terms using our oldest theatre as inspiration for



how we might shape the theatre of the future theatre artifice
environment explores the difference between the outdoor theatre of
athens and the artificial interiors of modern performance theatre and
fear compares the terrors confronted in greek tragedy with our own
seemingly distant fears environmental destruction dehumanising
technology corporate control of livelihood and culture the fate of
agency the agency of fate applies the paradox of human freedom in
greek tragedy to our own paradoxes of powerlessness and mastery
tragedy and ideology treats greek tragedy as an act of resistance and
tragedy and time relates greek tragedy s survival to its moment to
moment realisation in performance part analysis part polemic radical
theatre engages the aesthetic political and ethical challenges of
greek tragedy as a means of confronting what tomorrow s theatre can do

Debating with the Eumenides 2018-07-27
based on the conviction that only translators who write poetry
themselves can properly recreate the celebrated greek tragedies the
greek tragedy in new translation series offers new translations that
go beyond the literal meaning of the greek in order to evoke the
poetry of the originals under the general editorship of peter burian
and alan shapiro each volume includes a critical introduction
commentary on the text full stage directions and a glossary of the
mythical and geographical references in the plays brought boldly to
life by herbert golder and richard pevear s translation and
contextualized by herbert golder s eloquent introduction this early
sophoclean tragedy tells the story of the homeric hero better known as
ajax who was second only to achilles among the greek warriors in greek
tradition aias figures as the archaic warrior who dies in shame after
his betrayal by the greeks sophocles turns tradition inside out
portraying aias suicide not as a disgrace but as heroism he endows
aias suicide with a meaning radically different from previous versions
of the aias myth aias is not the hero whom time has passed by but
rather the man who steps beyond time most previous versions and
interpretations have equivocated over sophocles bold vision this
edition of aias translates precisely that transformation of the hero
from the bygone figure to the man who transcends time

Greek Tragedy and Its Legacy 1986
situated within contemporary posthumanism this volume offers
theoretical and practical approaches to materiality in greek tragedy
established and emerging scholars explore how works of the three major
greek tragedians problematize objects and affect providing fresh
readings of some of the masterpieces of aeschylus sophocles and
euripides the so called new materialisms have complemented the study



of objects as signifiers or symbols with an interest in their agency
and vitality their sensuous force and psychosomatic impact and
conversely their resistance and irreducible aloofness at the same time
emotion has been recast as material affect an intense flow of energies
between bodies animate and inanimate powerfully contributing to the
current critical debate on materiality the essays collected here
destabilize established interpretations suggesting alternative
approaches and pointing toward a newly robust sense of the physicality
of greek tragedy

Persuasion in Greek Tragedy 1982
what does it mean to read greek tragedy in a pandemic a global crisis
how can greek tragedy address urgent contemporary troubles one of the
outstanding and most widely read theorists in the discipline mario
telò brings together a deep understanding of greek tragedy and its
most famous icons with contemporary times in close readings of plays
such as alcestis antigone bacchae hecuba oedipus the king prometheus
bound and trojan women our experience is precariously refracted back
in the formal worlds of plays named after and to an extent epitomized
by tragic characters structured around four thematic clusters air time
faces communities ruins and insurrections this book presents timely
interventions in critical theory and in the debates that matter to us
as disaster becomes routine in the time out of joint of a post
pandemic world violently encompassing all pre existing and future
crises relational political and ecological the pandemic coincides with
the queer unhistoricism of tragedy and its collapsing of present past
and future readerships

Greek Tragedy in Vergil's "Aeneid" 2009
that the works of the ancient tragedians still have an immediate and
profound appeal surely needs no demonstration yet the modern reader
continually stumbles across concepts which are difficult to interpret
or relate to moral pollution the authority of oracles classical ideas
of geography as well as the names of unfamiliar legendary and
mythological figures a new companion to greek tragedy provides a
useful reference tool for the greekless reader arranged on a strictly
encyclopaedic pattern with headings for all proper names occurring in
the twelve most frequently read tragedies it contains brief but
adequately detailed essays on moral religious and philosophical terms
as well as mythical genealogies where important there are in addition
entries on greek theatre technical terms and on other writers from
aristotle to freud whilst the essay by p e easterling traces some
connections between the ideas found in the tragedians and earlier
greek thought



Greek Tragedy 1979
this collection offers a vibrant exploration of the bonds between
sexual difference and political structure in greek tragedy in looking
at how the acts of violence and tortured kinship relations are
depicted in the work of all three major greek tragic playwrights
aeschylus sophocles and euripides the contributors shed light on the
workings and failings of the greek polis and explore the means by
which sexual difference and the city take shape in relation to each
other the volume complements and expands the efforts of current
feminist interpretations of antigone and the oresteia by considering
the meanings of tragedy for ancient athenian audiences while also
unveiling the reverberations of greek tragedy s formulations and
dilemmas in modern political life and for contemporary political
philosophy

Greek Tragedy 1961
an inexplicably understudied field of classical scholarship tragic
reperformance has been surveyed in its true dimension only in the very
recent years building on the latest discussions on tragic restagings
this book provides a thorough survey of reperformance of greek tragedy
in the fifth and fourth centuries bc also addressing its theatrical
political and cultural context in the fifth and fourth centuries
tragic restagings were strongly tied to cultural mobility and exchange
poets actors texts vases and vase painters were traveling bridging the
boundaries between mainland greece and magna graecia boosting the
spread of theater facilitating theatrical literacy and setting a new
theatrical status quo according to which popular tragic plays were
restaged by mobile actors in numerous dramatic festivals in and out of
attica with or without the supervision of their composers this book
offers a holistic examination of ancient reperformances of tragedy
enhancing our perception of them as a vital theatrical practice that
played a major part in the development of the tragic genre in the
fifth and fourth centuries bc

Radical Theatre 2014-02-25
based on the conviction that only translators who write poetry
themselves can best re create the celebrated and timeless tragedies of
aeschylus sophocles and euripides the greek tragedy in new
translations series offers new translations that go beyond the literal
meaning of the greek in order to evoke the poetry of the originals the
tragedies collected here were originally available as single volumes
this new collection retains the informative introductions and
explanatory notes of the original editions with greek line numbers and



a single combined glossary added for easy reference this volume
collects for the first time three of sophocles most moving tragedies
all set in mythical thebes oedipus the king perhaps the most powerful
of all greek tragedies oedipus at colonus a story that reveals the
reversals and paradoxes that define moral life and antigone a
touchstone of thinking about human conflict and human tragedy the role
of the divine in human life and the degree to which men and women are
the creators of their own destiny

Aias 1999-05-06
based on the conviction that only translators who write poetry
themselves can best re create the celebrated and timeless tragedies of
aeschylus sophocles and euripides the greek tragedy in new
translations series offers new translations that go beyond the literal
meaning of the greek in order to evoke the poetry of the originals the
tragedies collected here were originally available as single volumes
this new collection retains the informative introductions and
explanatory notes of the original editions with greek line numbers and
a single combined glossary added for easy reference this volume
collects euripides andromache a play that challenges the concept of
tragic character and transforms expectations of tragic structure
hecuba a powerful story of the unjustifiable sacrifice of hecuba s
daughter and the consequent destruction of hecuba s character trojan
women a particularly intense account of human suffering and
uncertainty and rhesos the story of a futile quest for knowledge

The Materialities of Greek Tragedy 2018-06-14
the first detailed analysis of the important role pollution and its
counterparts purity and purification play in greek tragedy

Greek Tragedy 1920
greek tragedy on screen considers a wide range of films which engage
openly with narrative and performative aspects of greek tragedy this
volume situates these films within the context of on going debates in
film criticism and reception theory in relation to theoretical or
critical readings of tragedy in contemporary culture michelakis argues
that film adaptations of greek tragedy need to be placed between the
promises of cinema for a radical popular culture and the divergent
cultural practices and realities of commercial films art house films
silent cinema and films for television home video and dvd in an age
where the boundaries between art and other forms of cultural
production are constantly intersected and reconfigured the appeal of
greek tragedy for the screen needs to be related to the longing it



triggers for origins and authenticity as well as to the many
uncertainties such as homelessness violence and loss of identity with
which it engages the films discussed include not only critically
recognized films by directors such michael cacoyannis jules dassin and
pier paolo pasolini but also more recent films by woody allen tony
harrison werner herzog and lars von trier moreover it also considers
earlier and largely neglected films of cinematic traditions which lie
outside hollywood

Greek Tragedy in a Global Crisis 2023-05-18
this volume offers a comprehensive account and critical analysis of
all the important versions of greek tragedy made on film from the 1927
footage of the reenactment of aeschylus s prometheus in chains at the
delphi festival to pasolini s notes for an african oresteia synopses
of the tragedies are provided

A New Companion to Greek Tragedy (Routledge
Revivals) 2014-08-07
loraux presents a radical challenge to what has become the dominant
view of tragedy in recent years that tragedy is primarily a civic
phenomenon

Greek Tragedy in the Light of Vase Paintings
1898

Story Patterns in Greek Tragedy 1969

Bound by the City 2010-07-02

Reperforming Greek Tragedy 2017-10-23

The Complete Sophocles 2010-12-07

The Complete Euripides 2010-07-15



Pollution and Crisis in Greek Tragedy
2015-03-09

Towards Greek Tragedy 1979

Greek Tragedy on Screen 2013-08-29

Greek Tragedy Into Film 1986

The Mourning Voice 2002
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